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ABSTRACT
Jellyfish are cluster galaxies that experience strong ram-pressure effects that strip their
gas. Their Hα images reveal ionized gas tails up to 100 kpc, which could be hosting
ongoing star formation. Here we report the ultraviolet (UV) imaging observation of
the jellyfish galaxy JO201 obtained at a spatial resolution ∼ 1.3 kpc. The intense burst
of star formation happening in the tentacles is the focus of the present study. JO201
is the ”UV-brightest cluster galaxy” in Abell 85 (z ∼ 0.056) with knots and streams of
star formation in the ultraviolet. We identify star forming knots both in the stripped
gas and in the galaxy disk and compare the UV features with the ones traced by Hα
emission. Overall, the two emissions remarkably correlate, both in the main body and
along the tentacles. Similarly, also the star formation rates of individual knots derived
from the extinction-corrected FUV emission agree with those derived from the Hα
emission and range from ∼ 0.01 -to- 2.07 M yr−1. The integrated star formation rate
from FUV flux is ∼ 15 M yr−1. The unprecedented deep UV imaging study of the
jellyfish galaxy JO201 shows clear signs of extraplanar star-formation activity due to
a recent/ongoing gas stripping event.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Galaxies in the local Universe follow a bimodal distribution
in the optical color-magnitude diagram with a red sequence
populated by old, red galaxies and a blue cloud with young
actively star-forming blue galaxies (Visvanathan & Sandage
1977; Baldry et al. 2004). Galaxies on the red sequence
? E-mail: koshy@iiap.res.in
are mostly of early-type (E/S0) morphology and host little
cold gas and dust, whereas galaxies on the blue cloud
have late-type (spirals) morphology and usually host an
abundant cold gas content. A significant fraction of red
sequence galaxies are observed to be located in the densest
regions of the local Universe like the cores of massive
galaxy clusters. The blue cloud galaxies are found mostly
in the low density regions of the Universe, i.e. in the field
© 2018 The Authors
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environment, as well as in cluster outskirts.
The change in the morphology and the star formation
properties of galaxies with changing galaxy density is
now believed to be influenced by the rapid decline in star
formation as galaxies fall into the dense cluster environ-
ment from the field. The morphology-density relation,
the Butcher-Oemler effect and the high occurrence of
blue star-forming galaxies in the cluster outskirts are the
observational support for this galaxy transformation in
dense environments. (Dressler 1980; Butcher & Oemler
1984; Oemler et al. 2009; Mahajan et al. 2012; Fasano et al.
2015). There are multiple processes, such as strangulation,
harassment and ram pressure stripping, which can act alone
or in combination to convert a star-forming galaxy into
a non star-forming one when they experience the cluster
environment.
Ram pressure is the main mechanism in quenching star
formation in cluster galaxies. The intra-cluster medium is
composed of hot X-ray emitting plasma with temperatures
in the range 107 − 108 K and electron density in the range
10−4 − 10−2cm−3 contained in a virial radius (Sarazin 1986;
Fabian 1994). When a galaxy falls into the intra-cluster
medium, its interstellar medium experiences a force in the
opposite direction of the relative motion. The cold gas gets
stripped from the disk of the fast moving spiral galaxies
through the process of ram pressure stripping (Gunn &
Gott 1972). The in-falling gas rich spiral galaxies thus go
through a phase of morphological transformation, partly or
even fully due to gas removal processes. The stripping of
gas quenches the star formation and transforms the galaxies
into passively evolving red sequence systems (Dressler et al.
1997; Poggianti et al. 1999; Dressler et al. 2013).
Gas-rich spiral galaxies have spatially extended loose
gas halos and tightly bound disk gas, both of which are
subjected to the harsh impact of cluster in-fall (Bekki 2009).
The observations and simulations of in-falling galaxies have
given ample evidence for the presence of stripped neutral
and molecular hydrogen in the opposite direction to the
orbital velocity vector. (Haynes et al. 1984; Cayatte et al.
1990; Kenney et al. 2004; Chung et al. 2009; Vollmer et al.
2001; Yamagami & Fujita 2011; Serra et al. 2013; Jaffe´ et
al. 2015; Yoon et al. 2017; Tonnesen & Bryan 2009, 2012;
Ja´chym et al. 2014; Verdugo et al. 2015; Ja´chym et al. 2017;
Moretti et al. 2018). The gas gets stripped but also shock
compressed, and this can trigger pockets of intense star
formation. Galaxies undergoing strong ram-pressure events
can sometimes be identified in optical observations due to
the existence of tentacles of debris material resembling a
jellyfish. The optical and Hα observations of galaxies falling
into nearby galaxy clusters have shown disturbed Hα emis-
sion with undisturbed stellar disks (Kenney & Koopmann
1999; Yoshida et al. 2008; Hester et al. 2010; Kenney et
al. 2014). The triggered star formation in the stripped gas
appear as tentacles and give the galaxy a visual appearance
of jellyfish morphology (Owen et al. 2006; Cortese et al.
2007; Owers et al. 2012; Fumagalli et al. 2014; Ebeling et
al. 2014; Rawle et al. 2014; Poggianti et al. 2016; Bellhouse
et al. 2017; Gullieuszik et al. 2017; Boselli et al. 2018).
Star formation happening in the compressed gas within the
Table 1. Log of UVIT observations of Abell 85 galaxy cluster.
Channel Filter λmean(A˚) δλ(A˚) Int:time(s)
FUV F148W 1481 500 15429
NUV N242W 2418 785 18326
galaxy and in the ejected gas makes these galaxies bright in
the ultraviolet. Young, massive stars (O,B,A spectral types)
emit the bulk of radiation in the ultraviolet (UV) region
of the spectral energy distribution and hence UV can be
used as a direct probe to study ongoing star formation. The
nature of the intense star formation in the main body of
the galaxy and the debris material of the jellyfish galaxies
can thus be directly studied using ultraviolet observations.
We present here the ultraviolet study of the jellyfish
galaxy JO201 undergoing extreme ram-pressure stripping in
the massive galaxy cluster Abell 85. The aim of the present
study is to identify the sites of intense star formation in the
stripped gas and in the galaxy disk and estimate the star
formation rates. JO201 is taken from the sample of 419 (344
cluster and 75 field) jellyfish candidates of Poggianti et al.
(2016) and is one of the most striking cases of ram-pressure
stripping in action (see Bellhouse et al. (2017); Poggianti et
al. (2017); Jaffe´ et al. (2018). The galaxy has a spiral mor-
phology with tails of material to one side in the optical im-
ages and total stellar mass ∼ 6× 1010M for a Salpeter IMF
between 0.1 and 100 M (Bellhouse et al. 2017; Salpeter
1955). (The total stellar mass is computed for a Chabrier
IMF in Bellhouse et al. (2017). Here we compute the value
for a Salpeter IMF). The galaxy is falling into the cluster
from the back with a slight inclination from the line-of-sight
directed to the west: this explains the jellyfish morphology
with projected tails pointing towards the east, in the direc-
tion of the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG). The line-of-sight
velocity of JO201 (3363.7 km/s) is very high with respect to
the mean velocity of the Abell 85 galaxy cluster. In what fol-
lows we compare the UV and Hα emission across JO201. We
discuss the observations in section 2, and present the results
in section 3. We summarize the key findings from the study
in section 4. Throughout this paper we adopt a Salpeter 0.1-
100 M initial mass function, and a concordance Λ CDM
cosmology with H0 = 70 km s−1Mpc−1, ΩM = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7.
2 OBSERVATIONS, DATA & ANALYSIS
The galaxy JO201 was observed at optical wavelengths as
part of the WINGS and OmegaWINGS surveys (Fasano et
al. 2006; Gullieuszik et al. 2015; Moretti et al. 2017) and
with MUSE on the VLT under the programme GASP (GAs
Stripping Phenomena in galaxies with MUSE) aimed at
investigating the gas removal process in galaxies using the
spatially resolved integral field unit spectrograph MUSE
(Poggianti et al. 2017; Bellhouse et al. 2017). JO201 (RA:
00:41:30.325, Dec: - 09:15:45.96) belongs to the massive
galaxy cluster Abell 85 (M200 = 1.58× 1015M) at a redshift
∼ 0.056 (Moretti et al. 2017). The corresponding luminosity
distance is ∼ 250 Mpc and the angular scale of 1” on the
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sky corresponds to 1.087 kpc at the galaxy cluster rest frame.
The jellyfish galaxy JO201 was observed with the
ultra-violet imaging telescope (UVIT) onboard the In-
dian multi wavelength astronomy satellite ASTROSAT
(Agrawal 2006). The UVIT consists of twin telescopes, a
FUV (130-180nm) telescope and a NUV (200-300nm),VIS
(320-550nm) telescope which operates with a dichroic beam
splitter. The telescopes are of 38cm diameter and generate
circular images over a 28′ diameter field simultaneously in
all three channels (Kumar et al. 2012). There are options
for a set of narrow and broad band filters, out of which we
used the NUV N242W and FUV F148W filters for NUV
and FUV imaging observations. Table 1 gives details on
the UVIT observations of the Abell 85 galaxy cluster. We
note that there are GALEX observations of JO201 with
an integration time of 25ks in NUV and 2.5ks in FUV
channel (also see Venkatapathy et al. (2017)). The UVIT
observations for JO201 are at an angular resolution of ∼
1.′′2 for the NUV and ∼ 1.′′4 for the FUV channels, while
the GALEX resolution is ∼ 4-5 arcsec 1 (Subramaniam et
al. 2016; Tandon et al. 2016). The NUV and FUV images
are corrected for distortion (Girish et al. 2017), flat field
and satellite drift using the software CCDLAB (Postma
& Leahy 2017). The images from 10 orbits are coadded
to create the master image. The astrometric calibration
is performed using the astrometry.net package where
solutions are performed using USNO-B catalog (Lang et al.
2010). The photometric calibration is done using the zero
point values generated for photometric calibration stars as
described in Tandon et al. (2017). Note that magnitudes
are in AB system.
Abell 85 galaxy cluster imaging observations in the B
and V bands were taken as part of the WINGS survey
(Varela et al. 2009) and the galaxy JO201 was observed with
the MUSE integral-field spectrograph mounted on the ESO
Very large Telescope as part of the GASP program, with
photometric conditions and image quality of ∼ 0.′′7 FWHM,
as described in detail in Bellhouse et al. (2017). MUSE has
a 1′ × 1′ field of view and JO201 was covered with two
MUSE pointings. The MUSE observations cover the stripped
tails of the galaxy and confirm that JO201 is indeed a jel-
lyfish galaxy undergoing intense ram-pressure stripping by
the intra-cluster medium, close to the core of the massive
cluster Abell 85. These data reveal extended Hα emission
out to ∼ 60kpc from the stellar disk of the galaxy with kine-
matics indicative of significant stripping in the line-of-sight
direction (Bellhouse et al. 2017).The Hα emission line flux
map of JO201 from MUSE (which we call Hα image as de-
scribed in Bellhouse et al. (2017)) is used in this study for
comparison with UV imaging data. We extracted a region
around JO201 from the NUV and FUV images and recen-
tered the astrometric solution to match point sources from
WINGS catalog. The UV and Hα images are then assigned
to the same astrometric reference frame with an accuracy
better than 1′′. A color composite image of the Abell 85
cluster central region including both JO201 and the Bright-
1 UVIT NUV N242W and FUV F148W filters have similar band-
pass to GALEX NUV and FUV filters.
est Cluster Galaxy created using NUV, B and V band images
is shown in Figure 1. The red and green colors correspond to
the flux from the B and V images from the WINGS survey
and the NUV image from UVIT is shown in blue color.
3 RESULTS
3.1 Ultraviolet imaging
The UVIT 28′ field of view corresponds to ∼ 1.83 Mpc at
the Abell 85 galaxy cluster rest frame. The NUV and the
FUV images display similar morphological features, but the
NUV image has higher angular resolution than the FUV im-
age and therefore we use the former to identify star forming
regions in JO201 and quantify the flux within the detected
knots. The NUV image of a region centered on JO201 shown
in Figure 2 displays a wealth of information, which include
low surface brightness features outside of the galaxy disk,
knots on the galaxy disk and knots outside of the galaxy in
the intergalactic space that seem to follow the spiral pat-
tern from the galaxy disk (see Fig. 8 in Bellhouse et al.
(2017)), possibly suggesting unwinding of spiral arms. The
NUV emission from the main body and the tentacles of
JO201 appears to be clumpy in nature with knots having
flux due to emission from star formation. The bright source
at the center of JO201 corresponds to the AGN identified
by Poggianti et al. (2017) (see also Bellhouse et al. in prep).
3.2 Combining Ultraviolet and Hα
The UV emission is coming from young, massive hot stars on
the main sequence and hence is a direct probe of recent star
formation in the tentacles of JO201. While the stellar mass
range probed by the UV is typically M? > 5M, with stellar
lifetimes of 200 Myr or less, the Hα emission in star-forming
regions is due to the recombination of hydrogen that is ion-
ized by stars in the range M? > 20M, (O & B spectral type)
whose lifetimes are 10-20 Myr or shorter (Kennicutt 1998;
Kennicutt & Evans 2012). Hα and UV emission therefore
probe different star formation timescales. The UV flux from
the knots can thus have contributions from single or multi-
ple bursts or prolonged star formation during the past few
108 yr, while the Hα flux derives from the current ”ongoing”
star formation. Moreover, the Hα emission originates from
the gas and therefore is an indirect tracer of ongoing star
formation, while the UV probes directly the light coming
from young stellar photospheres.
In principle, interstellar shocks can also be responsi-
ble for generating UV radiation (Shull & McKee 1979) and
hence the UV emission from the stripped gas of JO201 can
have a shock component. The MUSE data show that the ra-
diation ionizing the gas throughout the disk and in the tails
(except in the central region of the galaxy powered by the
AGN (Poggianti et al. 2017)) has emission-line ratios typi-
cal of ionizing radiation from young host stars (Bellhouse in
prep.). Hence, it is reasonable to assume that the UV fluxes
we observe with UVIT are dominated by young stellar light.
Note that the contribution of evolved population of metal
poor extreme horizontal branch stars from the disk of the
galaxy can contaminate the UV flux from the young stars,
but this is expected to be negligible in the presence of strong
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)
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Figure 1. Color-composite image of the Abell 85 galaxy cluster field. The image is made from combining NUV (colored blue) and optical
B,V filter band pass images. The jellyfish galaxy is prominent in NUV as evident from the enhanced blue color from JO201. The position
of the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) is shown.The image is of size ∼ 12.0′ × 9.0′.
ongoing star formation as in JO201. We stress that we are
not using the UV flux from the central region of the galaxy
in the present study as it is contaminated by the contri-
bution from AGN. As we will show later, the star-forming
origin of the UV emission in JO201 is also corroborated by
the good agreement found using Hα and UV as independent
star formation indicators.
We compare the NUV and FUV images of JO201 with
the Hα image in the following. The main motivation is to
probe common features and also check for any missing fea-
tures between the images. We compare the NUV and the Hα
emission in Figure 3. We note that the MUSE plate scale is
0.2 ′′/pixel with resolution ∼ 0.7′′ whereas the UVIT plate
scale is 0.4 ′′/pixel with resolution of 1.2′′ at the position
of the galaxy. The image scaling is set such that the pixels
corresponding to the brightest regions on both images are
highlighted. Many features seen in the Hα image are also
seen in NUV image. There is generally a good coincidence
between the NUV and Hα regions corresponding to peaks of
star formation both in the stripped gas and on the disk of
the galaxy.
To better compare the two maps, in Fig 4 we overlay the
Hα contours over the FUV image. The overall coincidence
between the two is remarkable. Nonetheless, there are a few
regions relatively bright in Hα but not in NUV, and vice-
versa. For example the regions in the north-east direction
from the center of the galaxy (-20kpc and +30 kpc (X,Y)),
the one between the galaxy and the outer ’arm’ (-30 kpc and
+15 kpc (X,Y)), and the one south of the disk (5 kpc and
-20 Kpc (X,Y)) are certainly associated with JO201 (based
on redshift information), but have no (or only some weak
diffuse) NUV emission. Viceversa, the southern part of the
eastern arm (-45 kpc and -45 kpc (X,Y)) shows a diffuse
NUV region but a weak Hα counterpart. Interestingly, the
regions with only Hα or only UV emission are generally those
with the highest radial velocities in the Hα velocity map
presented in Bellhouse et al. (2017), which are likely to be
the furthest away along the line of sight, and those stripped
first. Those with only Hα are very faint, and the lack of UV
emission can be due to the fact that the UV features may be
below the detection limit of UVIT, though we point out that
in principle such a discrepancy can also exists if there are
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)
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Figure 2. The NUV and optical composite image of J0201. The
NUV image is from observations with UVIT and optical imaging
from WINGS survey. The image is made from combining NUV
(colored blue) and optical B,V filter band pass images (colored
red and green). Note the diffuse emission and the knots of star
formation in the stripped material from the galaxy. The bright
source at the center is powered by an active galactic nucleus. The
image is of size ∼ 100” × 150”.
only very young stars (< 10Myr). Where only UV emission
is detected, it is possible that star formation has already
ceased therefore only stars with a low ionizing radiation are
left. Finally, few of the other features seen in NUV are fore-
ground or background objects ( -5 kpc and -60 kpc (X,Y)).
Note also that there is a general diffuse FUV emission
in the intergalactic medium outside the Hα contour. It is
reasonable to conclude that the detected fluxes for overlap-
ping regions from both images are having a common source
of origin, which most likely is ongoing star formation.
3.3 Star forming knots
The NUV knots are detected using a customized code in
IRAF and FORTRAN, as described in Poggianti et al.
(2017). The code was first run on the NUV image and we
detected 89 knots of varying radii associated with the stel-
lar disk and the tentacles on the NUV image of JO201.
The MUSE data cover 85 of these knots. In principle, there
can be background/foreground objects contaminating our
bonafide knots belonging to JO201. In the following we will
use the redshift provided by the MUSE spectra at each lo-
cation to confirm that these knots indeed belong to JO201.
Figure 5 shows the detected knots (in red) overlaid over
the NUV image of JO201. The stellar disk of the galaxy
which corresponds to the isophote (surface brightness ∼
22.4 mag/arcsec2) created from the optical V band image
is shown with a green contour. We used the position and ra-
dius of these knots to measure the flux from both the NUV
and the FUV images and the Hα image. NUV magnitudes
are computed for the knots and are shown in Figure 6.
The star formation in the knots outside the disk of
JO201 can be interpreted as in-situ newly born stars from
the ram-pressure stripped gas. Slightly older stars could be
decoupled from the natal gas cloud and hence the UV (which
directly traces < 200 Myr stars) and Hα (tracing < 10 Myr
stars) emission could have an offset, as described for exam-
ple in Kenney et al. (2014) for the jellyfish galaxy IC3418
in the Virgo cluster. We checked for any offset between the
UV and Hα peak emission within the knots of JO201. The
knot detecting algorithm was independently run on NUV
and Hα images. We present in Figure 7 the distribution of
the relative offset in arcsec between the knots detected from
NUV image and the knots detected from the Hα image. We
found that the peak emission from the knots match within
the instrument resolution of the images. No significant offset
between the Hα and the NUV emission of the star forming
knots in the tails is detected. This is somehow expected for
since the galaxy is moving mostly in the direction of the
observer and therefore any positional offset between the UV
and Hα emission would be hard to detect in projection.
The size distribution of the knots detected from NUV
imaging is shown in Figure 8. The detected knots are of vary-
ing radius over 1.4 -to- 4.9 kpc. We note that the lower limit
is set by the resolution of the NUV image, hence most of the
UV knots might be in fact unresolved. Anyhow, for those
that are resolved, we can conclude that the star-forming re-
gions identified in the UV images can be as large as a ∼ 5
kpc in radius.
3.4 Ultraviolet Extinction correction
To obtain the intrinsic UV fluxes of each knot from the ob-
served fluxes we need to correct for extinction from dust
both in our own Milky Way along the line of sight and
within JO201. This is needed since star-forming regions are
associated with significant amount of dust and the ultra-
violet radiation is strongly affected by dust extinction. We
use the FUV flux to estimate the star formation rate in the
following section and hence correct the FUV flux for extinc-
tion. We first corrected the observed FUV flux for Galactic
extinction (Av=0.0987 in the direction of JO201) applying
the Cardelli extinction law (Cardelli et al. 1989). We then
corrected the observed FUV flux for rest frame extinction
with the following method. We used the ratio of the Hα
and Hβ emission line fluxes obtained from the MUSE data
(Balmer decrement) assuming an intrinsic Hα/Hβ=2.86 and
the Cardelli law to correct the Hα flux at each location (i.e.
MUSE spaxel). From the comparison between the total Hα
flux corrected and uncorrected for dust within each knot we
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)
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Figure 3. NUV (left) and Hα (right) image of JO201 with the same spatial scale and with a flux scaling that allows to bring out the
the brightest pixels. The NUV image covers a larger field compared to the dust corrected Hα image.
computed the global AHα correction for each knot. Accord-
ing to the attenuation law from Calzetti et al. (2000), the
ratio between the extinction at the FUV Aλ=1481 and AHα
is equal to 1.38, therefore we used the appropriate value of
1.38 × AHα for each knot to correct the FUV flux. For those
few knots which happen to fall outside of the MUSE field of
view we could not apply any dust correction. Of the 85 UV
knots which cover the footprint of the MUSE observations
of JO201, 80 are confirmed based on redshift information as
associated with JO201 and have a reliable estimate of AHα.
The FUV extinction values (AFUV ) of these 80 knots are
shown in Figure 9.
We note that there might be a hint for the values of
AFUV for the knots in the tails to be generally lower com-
pared to those on the disk of the galaxy. This result is more
evident in Figure 10 which shows a decrease in the average
AFUV value of the knots with projected distance from the
center of the galaxy, although at large distances there is a
very wide scatter. The knots are color coded according to the
Hα radial velocity with respect to the center of the galaxy.
The knots on the disk of the galaxy are shown in circles.
3.5 Star formation rates
The dust-corrected FUV flux can be used to compute the
star formation rate of star forming regions assuming a con-
stant star formation rate over the past 108 years. The star
formation rate along the tentacles and the disk of JO201 is
computed for a Salpeter initial mass function from the FUV
luminosity (LFUV ) (Kennicutt 1998). We used the follow-
ing form of equation as described in Iglesias-Pa´ramo et al.
(2006) and adopted in Cortese et al. (2008) to compute the
star formation rate from FUV flux of the detected knots.
Note that the formula is derived using Starburst99 synthe-
sis model (Leitherer et al. 1999) for solar metallicity and a
Salpeter 0.1-100 M initial mass function.
SFRFUV [M/yr] = LFUV [erg/sec]3.83 × 1033 × 10
−9.51 (1)
The sky projected position diagram of star formation
rate of the knots is shown in Figure 11 and the distribution
of the star formation rate of the knots is shown in Figure 12.
The star formation rate of the knots decreases with distance
from the center of the galaxy as shown in Figure 13. The
star formation rates of individual knots range from ∼ 0.01
MNRAS 000, 1–12 (2018)
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Figure 4. The flux contours generated from the MUSE Hα image
is overlaid over the FUV image of JO201.
Figure 5. The NUV grey scale image of JO201. The red circles
indicate the 89 knots identified with the procedure described in
the text. The stellar disk of the galaxy is shown with green con-
tour and corresponds to the isophote (surface brightness ∼ 22.4
mag/arcsec2) created from the optical V band image.
to 2.07 M yr−1. We note that 24 knots are present on the
disk and the remaining 56 are outside the disk within the
intergalactic medium. The SFR of knots on the disk is having
a median value of ∼ 0.3 M yr−1 and range from ∼ 0.05 to
2.07 M yr−1. The SFR of knots outside the disk is having
a median value of ∼ 0.05 M yr−1 and range from ∼ 0.01
to 0.6 M yr−1. The highest star forming knot is located
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Figure 6. The distribution on the sky of the detected knots with
color-coded observed NUV magnitude. The scaling is shown in
the color bar. The size of the point is proportional to the radius
of the knot. Note the central bright knot, which is the emission
from the active galactic nucleus. The region corresponding to the
galaxy disk is shown with a green line.
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Figure 7. Histogram of the offset (in arcsec) between the po-
sitions of knots detected from NUV and Hα images. No offset
greater than 1 arcsec is present.
on the disk of the galaxy and the star formation rate is
high for the knots on the disk and generally low outside the
disk. The integrated star formation rate in the disk of the
galaxy (summing up the individual SFR of knots) is found
to be ∼ 10 M/yr and outside the disk is ∼ 5 M/yr. The
total integrated star formation rate from FUV for JO201
is therefore ∼15 M/yr. For comparison, the values we find
are much higher than the SFR values found in the tail of the
jellyfish dwarf galaxy IC3418 (Hester et al. 2010; Kenney et
al. 2014).
We also computed the star formation rate density of
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Figure 8. The histogram of the radius of the star forming knots
detected from the NUV image of JO201. The spatial resolution
for the NUV image of JO201 is 1.3 kpc.
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Figure 9. The distribution of the FUV extinction values (AFUV )
of the knots as projected in the sky coordinate (J2000).The points
are color coded for the AFUV as shown in the color bar and the
size of the point is proportional to the radius of the knot. The
region corresponding to the galaxy disk is shown with a green
line.
the knots from the derived star formation rate and the area
of the knots and searched for a dependence on the distance
from the center of the galaxy. Figure 14 demonstrates that
the star formation rate density of the knots decreases with
galactocentric distance.
We note that there are uncertainties in the projected
distance due to the viewing geometry of the galaxy and the
associated star forming knots in the sky plane. Figure 13
and Figure 14 paint a picture of the ram-pressure stripping
process and the associated star formation in JO201. The
knots forming stars far away from the disk of the galaxy are
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Figure 10. The FUV extinction (AFUV ) value of the knots ver-
sus projected distance from the center of the galaxy. The points
are color coded for the Hα radial velocity as shown in the color
bar and the size of the point is proportional to the radius of the
knot. Circle markers correspond to the knots on the galaxy disk,
while stars are in the tails.
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Figure 11. The distribution of the star formation rates of the
star forming knots projected in the sky coordinate (J2000). The
points are color coded for the log10(SFR) as shown in the color
bar and the size of the point is proportional to the radius of the
knot. The region corresponding to the galaxy disk is shown with
a green line.
having lower star formation rates and star formation rate
densities, and higher Hα radial velocity. The most distant
knots must be hosting the gas that had been stripped first
from the galaxy and thus moving with a higher velocity with
respect to the disk of the galaxy. Also the gas phase metallic-
ity of the star forming knots decrease with the distance from
galaxy centre (Bellhouse et al in prep). This taken together
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Figure 12. The histogram of the star formation rates computed
using the measured FUV flux of the star forming knots. Note that
the star forming knots have a range in star formation rates.
implies that we are witnessing the ongoing star formation
happening within the gas that has recently undergone an
outside-in stripping event happening almost along the line
of sight.
We also calculate the star formation rate of the NUV de-
tected knots from the measured Hα flux with in the knots us-
ing the formalism described in Kennicutt (1998) and shown
below.
SFRHα[M/yr] = 7.9 × 10−42×LHα[erg/sec] (2)
The integrated star formation rate from the Hα emission
within the NUV-detected knots is found to be ∼10 M/yr.
The SFR of knots derived from the FUV and from Hα agree
remarkably well (Figure 15). The values uncorrected for dust
follow very closely the 1:1 relation (black points); when they
are corrected for dust (red points), the UV-based SFR are
slightly larger than those derived from Hα. This was calcu-
lated assuming a stellar over gas E(B-V) value of 0.44 as in
the standard Calzetti’s formulation, while using a value of
0.32 the two estimates would follow the 1:1 relation. This
might suggest that in the knots in jellyfish galaxies the dif-
ference between the extinction affecting the stellar light and
the extinction of the youngest, most massive stars produc-
ing the ionizing radiation is even larger than in the average
starburst local galaxies studied by Calzetti et al. (2000).
It is important to keep in mind that the star formation
rates are obtained based on assumptions that are affected by
large uncertainties, most importantly the shape of the IMF
and the recent star formation history (bursty, continuous, or
over what timescale). The star formation rate calculation is
calibrated for galaxies which have ongoing star formation in
the disk of the galaxy (Kennicutt 1998), while the jellyfish
galaxy studied here is having star formation in a different
environment. The estimates given above must therefore be
taken with caution and considering all the possible caveats.
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Figure 13. The star formation rate of the knots decreases with
the distance from the center of the galaxy. The points are color
coded for the Hα radial velocity as shown in the color bar and
the size of the points is proportional to the radius of the knot.
Circle markers correspond to the knots on the galaxy disk, stars
are knots outside of the disk.
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Figure 14. The star formation rate density (SFR/Area) of the
knots anti-correlates with the distance from the center of the
galaxy. The points are color coded for the Hα radial velocity as
shown in the color bar and the size of the points is proportional
to the radius of the knot. Circle markers correspond to the knots
on the galaxy disk, stars are knots outside of the disk.
4 DISCUSSION
The star formation in the ram-pressure stripped tails of a
few galaxies was studied at UV wavelengths using GALEX
(Chung et al. 2009; Smith et al. 2010; Hester et al. 2010; Fu-
magalli et al. 2011; Kenney et al. 2014; Boselli et al. 2018).
The ultraviolet observation of JO201 in the Abell 85 galaxy
cluster reveals a wealth of information on the ongoing star
formation in a jellyfish galaxy. We detect star forming knots
both on the galaxy disk and outside of the galaxy hanging
in the intergalactic space. We are observing the triggered
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Figure 15. The SFR derived from FUV flux is compared against
the SFR derived from Hα flux for the 80 knots. The black points
correspond to SFR derived with no extinction correction applied
and the red points correspond to SFR with extinction correction
applied to FUV and Hα flux values.
star formation in the gas that got stripped from the galaxy
due to the impact of galaxy infall onto the hot intra cluster
medium. The UV observations presented in this paper pro-
vide strong evidence for ongoing star formation in the ram
pressure stripped gas of JO201. The knots of star formation
detected from UV imaging are found to have significant Hα
flux. This supports the notion that the UV and Hα flux of
the knots are having a single origin and that is ongoing star
formation. We note that CO APEX observations of JO201
(Moretti et al. 2018) have revealed the presence of signifi-
cant molecular hydrogen (mass of H2 ∼ 35.47 × 109 M) in
the disk and the tails of the galaxy. The large reservoir of
cold gas in the tail and the disk can be responsible for the
vigorous star formation in the galaxy.
We note that the peak emission of knots in UV and Hα
images show very good correspondence in position. The off-
set seen in previous studies between the Hα and UV emission
of the knots is not seen in the present study. This can be due
to the orientation at which the galaxy JO201 is falling into
the cluster. As discussed in Bellhouse et al. (2017), JO201 is
falling from the backside of the cluster with a slight inclina-
tion to the line-of-sight directed to the west. The projection
of the knots along the line-of-sight may inhibit any offset
between Hα and UV emission from the knots. Alternatively
a lack of offset is intrinsic in nature to this jellyfish which
can be dependent on the time scales involved in the strip-
ping of gas from the galaxy and the onset of star burst in
the knots. A statistical analysis of more jellyfish galaxies in
UV and Hα is therefore needed to understand more details
on the stellar emission regions.
The star formation rate of the star forming knots is
showing higher values on the galaxy disk (particular at the
north western region) of JO201 compared to knots outside
the disk in the intergalactic medium. The enhanced star for-
mation rate on the disk can be interpreted as due to the tra-
jectory of the galaxy falling into the Abell 85 galaxy cluster.
The galaxy could be considered as freshly acquired from the
field and might be undergoing the first infall into Abell 85
(Bellhouse et al. 2017; Jaffe´ et al. 2018). The enhanced star
formation rate region (north western region) can be undergo-
ing the first contact point of galaxy and the hot intra-cluster
medium of Abell 85.
We found that the flux in the knots when not corrected
for extinction at the source, yields a good agreement be-
tween the derived SFRFUV and SFRHα values as shown in
Figure 15. This remarkably tight correlation deviates slightly
more from the 1:1 relation (particular at lower values and
for knots outside the disk of galaxy) when the correction for
extinction is applied, possibly suggesting that the average
dust extinction assumptions commonly used for local star-
burst galaxies do not apply to these systems. We note that
in dwarf galaxies with SFR 6 0.1 M/yr in the local Uni-
verse, the SFRHα is found to be lower than SFRFUV , similar
to what is found here for the knots. In dwarf galaxies this
effect is attributed to variations in the stellar IMF creating
a deficiency of high mass stars (Lee et al. 2009), and this is
a possibility also in our case.
The integrated SFR for JO201 derived from the FUV
flux (SFRFUV ∼ 15 M/yr) is found to be rather typical
for normal star forming galaxies of this mass in the local
Universe. The specific star formation rate (SSFR) of JO201
is calculated to be 10−9.6yr−1 and falls on the star forma-
tion main sequence in the SSFR vs stellar mass plot of star
forming galaxies in the local Universe (Salim et al. 2007;
Bothwell et al. 2009; Paccagnella et al. 2016).
Finally we note that the UV study of JO201 presented
here can be considered as a bench mark for observing higher
redshift jellyfish galaxies using big optical telescopes. The
rest frame UV emission will then be redshifted to optical
wavelengths. The clumpy star formation in the intergalactic
medium can also be speculated to be similar in nature during
the peak of star formation epochs at z > 2. The study of such
systems in UV in the local Universe can give more insights
into the triggered star formation in dense environments.
5 SUMMARY
We have studied star formation in the jellyfish galaxy JO201
(taken from GASP sample) using the ultraviolet imaging
observation from UVIT. Intense star formation is seen in
the tentacles and disk of the galaxy, in agreement with the
molecular gas detections in the JO201 we present elsewhere
(Moretti et al. 2018). We compared the FUV/NUV imag-
ing data with the Hα imaging data of JO201 and following
inferences are made.
• The tentacles and main body of the galaxy show strong
UV emission. The emitting regions in UV and Hα are show-
ing remarkable correlation. Hα emission is originating from
the hot ionized HII regions surrounding the young OB stars,
where as UV is coming directly from the photospheres of
OBA stars. We confirm that both emissions have the same
origin and that is ongoing star formation.
• We search for a possible (physically motivated) spatial
offset between the UV and Hα emission from the detected
knots, but could not detect any offset above the instrument
resolution.
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• We detected and confirmed 80 star forming knots on
the disk and tentacles of galaxy JO201 from the NUV imag-
ing data. The FUV extinction for the knots are computed
making use of the AV values derived from the Balmer decre-
ment.
• The star formation rates of individual knots are derived
from the extinction corrected FUV flux and found to range
from ∼ 0.01 to 2.07 M yr−1. We show that the star forma-
tion rate of the knots derived from FUV flux agree very well
with the ones derived from Hα flux.
• Both the star formation rate and the star formation rate
density of individual knots decrease with the distance from
the center of the galaxy.
• The integrated star formation rate for JO201 derived
from FUV is ∼ 15 M/yr and is shown to be comparable
to star forming galaxies of similar mass range in the local
Universe.
• We demonstrate that our unprecedented deep UV
imaging study of the jellyfish galaxy JO201 show clear
signs of extraplanar star-formation activity, resulting from
a recent/ongoing gas stripping event.
The study of JO201 like systems in UV in the local Uni-
verse can give more insights into the triggered star formation
in dense environments at high redshifts.
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